
Terrazzi
Sprayable Microcement



 Innovative, 
 Modernistic 
 Flooring.
The innovation of 
polished concrete.

Architects and designers often turn to 

polished concrete to achieve a modernistic 

appearance in a home, office, or business. 

Polished concrete is in use in some of the 

most trendy and aesthetically pleasing 

building projects around the globe.

To help with the high demand for concrete 

finishes, Duraamen has developed Terrazzi, 

a sprayable microcement system, a 

truly innovative technology. Terrazzi 

virtually eliminates poor results and 

reduces the cost and installation time of 

polished concrete floor projects.

Spraying a polished concrete microcement 

results in an ultra-smooth, super-fine 

surface that is free of trowel marks.

Terrazzi is ideal for architectural concrete 

projects in residences and businesses when 

cost, durability, and a modern appearance 

are sought-after.



Versatility
To achieve a polished concrete finish 

Terrazzi can be used on its own or as a 

resurfacing layer over self-leveling concrete. 

It may also be sprayed over gypsum and 

then subsequently stained or dyed.

Renew worn-out, dull-looking stamped 

concrete driveways and patios. Resurfacing 

outdoor areas with Terrazzi is a fast way 

of achieving the consistent look of 

new concrete. 

Quickly create the look of smooth 

modern concrete on any vertical surface, 

even ceilings. If desired, troweling creates 

subtle color movement and a fresco finish.

Features
Terrazzi is a modern concrete design 

solution for interior & exterior use. 

Unlimited color combinations and 

textures can be realized using integral 

color pigments, chemical stains, dyes, and 

water-based stains. Terrazzi is available 

exclusively from Duraamen.

Freeze / thaw stability

Superior abrasion resistance

Very low VOCs

Superior bond strength to the substrate
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Terrazzi Floor System

 Innovation
The Terrazzi System installs by spraying a 

specifically designed concrete resurfacing 

compound with a specially designed 

sprayer. The wet surface is broadcast with 

a proprietary blend of recycled glass and 

crushed marble aggregates that provide 

a polishable surface and increase the 

floor’s strength.

Contact your Duraamen- 

preferred floor coatings installer 

for more information, design 

options, and a quote.

Concrete or Gypsum 
substrate

Optional: Self-leveling 
Underlayment

Sprayable 
Microcement

Exotic sands
Gloss or matte 

urethane topcoat


